Product Change Notification

Change Notification #: 119667-01

Change Title: Transition of the System which Governs Intel® Product Changes, Product Discontinuances, Product Support, and End of Services Notifications, PCN 119667-01, Documentation, Transition of change notifications from Quality Document Management System (QDMS) to Resource & Documentation Center (RDC)

Reason for Revision: Corrected Hyperlinks

Date of Publication: August 30, 2023

Key Characteristics of the Change:
Documentation

Description of Change to the Customer:

Reason for Revision: Corrected Hyperlinks

This is a FYI notification only.

Intel will be transitioning from the Quality Document Management System (https://qdms.intel.com) to the Resource & Documentation Center (RDC) to communicate all Product Change Notifications.

The decision to transition to Resource & Documentation Center (RDC) stems from our commitment to deliver the best possible service to our valued customers. RDC offers a range of new features and enhancements that will greatly benefit Intel customer’s PCN needs.

Further notifications will be provided as the transition date approaches.

Customer Impact of Change and Recommended Action:

Once this transition has been completed QDMS will no longer be accessible and all notifications will be accessed via RDC (https://www.intel.com/content/www/us/en/resources-documentation/developer.html#gs.4ksao2).

Intel encourages customers to review the RDC User Guide to become familiar with this content platform. The RDC user guide can be accessed via the RDC User Guide (https://edc.intel.com/content/www/us/en/resources-documentation/rdc-user-guide/).

PCN related questions can be directed to Product Change Communications (product.change.communications@intel.com) QDMS related questions can be directed to QDMS (qdms_support@intel.com) until the transition date.

Please contact your Intel Account Representative/Customer Business Analyst if you have any further questions about this change.
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Notices & Disclaimers

No license (express or implied, by estoppel or otherwise) to any intellectual property rights is granted by this document.

Intel disclaims all express and implied warranties, including without limitation, the implied warranties of merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, and non-infringement, as well as any warranty arising from course of performance, course of dealing, or usage in trade, except as provided in a separate written agreement.

You may not use or facilitate the use of this document in connection with any infringement or other legal analysis concerning Intel products described herein. You agree to grant Intel a non-exclusive, royalty-free license to any patent claim thereafter drafted which includes the subject matter disclosed herein.

The products described may contain design defects or errors known as errata which may cause the product to deviate from published specifications. Current characterized errata are available on request.

Statements in this document that refer to future plans or expectations are forward-looking statements. These statements are based on current expectations and involve many risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from those expressed or implied in such statements. For more information on the factors that could cause actual results to differ materially, see our most recent earnings release and SEC filings at www.intc.com.

Customer is responsible for safety of the overall system, including compliance with applicable safety-related requirements or standards.

Intel technologies may require enabled hardware, software or service activation.

No product or component can be absolutely secure.

Your costs and results may vary.

©Intel Corporation. Intel, the Intel logo, and other Intel marks are trademarks of Intel Corporation or its subsidiaries. Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.

No response from customers will be deemed an acceptance of the change, and the change will be implemented pursuant to the key milestones set forth in this attached PCN.

Should you have any issues with the timeline or content of this change, please contact the Intel Representative(s) for your geographic location listed below.

Americas Contact: asmo.pcn@intel.com
Asia Pacific/PRC Contact: apacgccb@intel.com
Europe Email: eccb@intel.com
Japan Email: jccb.ijkk@intel.com